OIT Student & Academic Services
Shohreh Bozorgmehri
Director
Briandy Walden
Associate Director

Educational Technologies
Briandy Walden

Academic Web Technologies
Kelsey Layos
- Caryn Neiswender
- Brian Payne
- Jeremy Thacker
- Ray Vadnais
- Su Wang
- Vanessa Yieh
- Students

DUE Data & Development
David Pritikin
- Lumi Andricioaei
- Brian Lance
- Hitae Lee
- John Remy
- Lucy Yang
- Students

Academic Applications
David Pritikin
- Tabitha Chapman
- *Colleen Melzer

Executive Application Support
Max Garrick

UC Recruit Application Support
- Jose Garcia
- Kim Gerrard
- Shauna Meyer
- Seth Roby
- Vacancy
- Marian Nedelchev
- Guy Cao
- Mel Layos
- Student

Student Affairs Support
Kevin Ansel

Student Life and Leadership IT
- Shawn Pullum
- Steven Tajiri
- Students

Student Affairs IT
- Angela Han
- Steven Squibb
- Ben Sumali
- Students

The Hill Bookstore IT
- Steve Carter

Student Center & Event Services IT
- Daryl Han
- David Seitz

Housing Application Development
Markus Quon
- Sean Lee
- Arthur Ochoa
- Mathew Phan
- Betre Tekelhaiman
- Vacancy

Housing IT
Markus Quon
- Magid Ahmadi-Kashani
- Justin Tan

Wellness Health & Counseling Services, Web and Application Development
Mitch Weiss

Instructional Labs Support
Son Nguyen
- Lawrence Bolante
- Wilson Crasta
- Derrek Gabagat
- Norman Gargantiel
- Chris Jones

Research Computing Support
Allen Schiano
- Joseph Farran
- Harry Mangalam
- Tony Soeller
- Garr Updegraff
- Vacancy

Athletics IT
Michael Koetsier
- David DaCosta
- Vinh Ma
- Arturo Martinez
- George Rodriguez
OIT Enterprise Applications
Carmen Roode
Director

Enrollment Services IT
Carmen Roode

Admissions & Registrar IT
Lewis Chiang
Sissy Dillon
Registrar IT
Joshua Jackson
Aarthi Krishnaswamy
Alexander Ortiz
Amie Pham
Saijad Safdar
Admissions IT
Tram Tran
Igor Belogolov
Ana Chleboun
Cindy Gray
Jason Kuo
Nathan Reed
Linda Snyder

Financial Services IT
I-Rong Lin

Student Financial IT
I-Rong Lin
Cashiering & Payment Processing
Cecilia Do
Kathy Gorelick#
Peter Liu
Melanie Luczaj
Student Accounts Receivable & Collections
James Hsu#
Richmond Chang
Tu Dang
Sonali Jambhekar
Nasim Mohebbi

Kuali/Financial Systems IT
Warren Liang
Martbeth Bradberry
Keiko Takahashi
Samuel Wong

Financial Auxiliary Systems
Jane Gao
Tony Cheng
Michal Kasza
Bharagavkumar Patel

Financial Interfaces
Modesto Sevilla
Alvin Chang
Jarrod Lannan
Dave Van Gent

TDS, Office of Research & Graduate Division IT
Eric Taggart
Office of Research IT
Eric Taggart
Ryan Lam
Da Lu
Noah Margolis
Mansur Syed
David Tieu
Vaheid Shahmohammad
Student
Rajnish Sinha
Mangala Dande
Glenn Sasano

Graduate Division IT
Rachel Tam#
Robert Abe
Warren Ayuyao
Jeff Fellows
Andrew Ouyang
Mei-Lien Young

Transportation & Distribution Services IT
Clint Maruki
Matthew Lorenzo
Jerry Paxton
Jeffrey White

UCPath/ Human Resources IT
Ying Kussmann
Yufeng Chen
Jip Muongpruan
Lucy Zheng
Vacancy
HR IT Projects
Supervisor
Christa Chen
Shih-Chi Chiang
Vacancy

Facilities Management IT
Jyoti Razdan
Aleena Lin
Michael Luong
Robert Nenne
Victor Tam
OIT Central Services
Marina Arseniev
Director

Data Warehouse
Valerie Jones
  Austin Cho
  Pramod Kunju
  Anh Le
  Tammy Phan
  Sushman Pulluri
  Lam Tran
  Vacancy
  Students

Database Management
Deanna McMurray
  Nisha Riyaj
  Tom Robbins
  Jeric Woo

eDocs IT
Linh Nguyen
  Johnny Lam

Project Management Office
Shirley Stevenson
  Planning & Portfolio Management
  Eric Puchalski
  Student

Enterprise Architecture
Vacancy

IT Security and Architecture
Josh Drummond
  Derek Chee
  Ali Ghanavati
  Garrett Hildebrand
  Mike Iglesias
  John Lenning
  Edward Wade
  Sheena Yarberry
  Vacancy
  Vacancy
  Students

Identity and Access Management
Dana Watanabe
  Adam Chang
  Cliff Chuang
  Chris Peters

UCI Information Security Officer
Isaac Straley
  Heath Taylor
  Vacancy
  Student

Middleware and Application Infrastructure
Jason Lin
  Brian Craft
  Benjamin Duong
  Tony Toyofuku
  Daniel Wang
  Mathew Wilson
  Vacancy
  Vacancy
  Student

Katya Sadovsky#
  Meredith Ehrenberg

Production and Operations Management
Brian Roode
  Keith Chong
  Anthony Nguyen
  Con Wieland
  Students

Quality Assurance
Bob Boydston
  Tom Bindewald
  Hoi Chiu
  Students

Production Control & Operations
Michael Story
  David Carleton
  Scott Cosel
  *Ron Walker
  Steve Weaver
  Vacancy

Business Intelligence/
Office of Institutional Research IT
Larry Coon
  Chris Ackerman#
  James Chou
  Durendal Huynh
  Scott Kidder
  Eufemia Palomino
  Bernadette Theologidy
  Vacancy
  Students

Employees in bold are located in L214.

Students in italic are located in L211.

*Ron Walker is located in 3294, 3296. His phone can be reached at 949-824-8119.
# OIT Client Services

**Cheryl Watt**  
**Director**

## Service Desk
### Help Desk
- Cheryl Watt
- Gayle Bonham
- Bob Hudack
- Mike Caban
- Daniel Alavi
- Students
- Michele Joyce
- Chris Nelson
- Brian Rowatt

## Desktop Support Services
### Standard Desktop Support
- Jeremy Paje
- Larry Davis
- Benjamin Gould
- Ba Nguyen
- Kevin Nguyen
- Scott Robinson
- Mehran Bozorgmehri
  - Oliver Ameczua
  - Kyle Castle
  - Students

### Specialized Desktop Support
- Sarkis Daglian
  - Jennifer Goodman
  - Andrew Laurence
  - David Thai
  - Tom Vu
  - Prentis Edwards
  - Derrick Ruthless
  - Tom Tsubota

## ITSM Software Support
- Preston Orwig

## Telecommunication Customer Service (TCS)
- Shelly Toole
  - Ryan Landers
  - Carol Sison

## ResNet Help Desk
- Students

## Campus Communications
### Communications
- Lyle Wiedeman

### Web Content
- Sylvia Bass

## Wellness, Health and Counseling Services Desktop Support
- Sarkis Daglian
  - Justin Hsieh
  - Chris Heiman
  - Henry Pennerman
  - Erik Salazar
OIT Enterprise Infrastructure
Brian Buckler
Director

Telecommunications
Diane Dunn

Communication Projects
Daniel Galvan
Randall Morgan
Jason Myers
Stacey Rose
Michael Simon

Telecommunications Field
Tyler Turley
John Allerton
Robert Castillo
Ken Hicok
Doug Lawrence
Davey Wessels

Network Engineering
Albert Gonzalez
Brian Chrisman
Eric Duplantis
Clyde Higashida
Haamed Javaheri-Ghazvini
Bjorn Justin
John Schaefer
Michael Scott
Rich Van Buskirk
Jessica Yu

Data Center & Systems Service
Enterprise Unix Services
Francisco Lopez
Sean Hennessee
John Mangrich
Janet Leung
Duncan Phillips
Jed Rogge
John Saska
David Severance
Bernie Su
Anthony Vuong

Data Center
Ken Cooper
Joe Brancalbone
Alex Odyniec
Kaz Okayasu
Hector Segui
John Ward

Windows Services Group
Jeff Martin
Mark Pearson
Aakash Shah
Joseph Schiffman
Bill Ray
Tri Tran
Heinz Yu

Wellness, Health and Counseling Services Server Support
Jeff Martin
Herbert Chan
Jerome Reuter
Student Information System Project

Steve Noh  
Project Director

Technical
Chris Shultz
Chris Ackerman#
Anjana Iyer
Anjana Iyer
Kathy Gorelick#
James Hsu#
Wan Sze Ng
Rachel Tam#
Lilan Tran
David Wong
Vacancy

Functional
Marie Alford

Project Management
Allison Tong

# Split Reporting Relationship